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The portfolios will be increasing existing exposures to China equities. The current pace of reopening is

proceeding at a rapid pace, and we see this bringing forward Chinese economic recovery. We expect

consumption to be the main primary driver of the recovery, supported by reopening and excess savings. The

reopening path will be met with an increase in the infection rate, resulting in China achieving peak infection

earlier, allowing for Chinese growth to recover sooner.

The current market pricing of Chinese earnings growth and valuations are modest, and we expect upside

potential for the earnings of Chinese corporates along with valuation expansion.

In addition to China’s reopening, we there are several additional forces supporting Chinese equities: (a)

China’s change in housing policy support, in conjunction with the review of the requirement of the 3 red lines

for Chinese property developers, and (b) a continuation of monetary easing through rate cuts, stable credit

policy, and expansion of structural monetary policy operations. These will be additional factors in support of

Chinese equities.

The increase to Chinese equities will be funded by short dated liquidity bills, and broad global developed

equities. We expect developed markets to be affected as monetary policy in develop markets tighten further,

with the goal of easing inflation. Pressure on developed market equity earnings will increase as higher rates

reduces demand.

The following rebalancing has been effected on 12/1/2023

Asset Manager’s Comments:

Source: abrdn Asia. As at 12/01/2023. The portfolios allocation may change from time to time, at the discretion of the Asset Manager. Figures may not 

always sum up to 100% due to rounding.
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Portfolios’ Allocation (Effective 12/1/2023)

Singlife

Conservative

Singlife

Balanced

Singlife

Dynamic

Before After Before After Before After

Fixed Income Funds

Neuberger Berman Strategic Income Fund -SGD-H 35% 35% 24% 24% 11% 11%

United SGD Fund Cl A Acc SGD 45% 44% 28% 25% 13% 8%

Blackrock USD High Yield Bond A2 SGD-H 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

United Asian High Yield Bond Acc SGD-H 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

Equity Funds

United Global Growth Fund SGD-H 1% 1% 2% 2% 4% 4%

Allianz Best Styles Global Equity SGD-H 1% 1% 4% 4% 6% 6%

Nikko AM Shenton Global Opportunities - SGD Class 6% 5% 13% 11% 20% 17%

Fidelity World Acc SGD 3% 3% 9% 9% 12% 12%

Eastspring Investments - Global Low Volatility Equity AS 
SGD

2% 2% 6% 6% 13% 13%

JPMorgan Asia Pacific Equity Fund 2% 2% 6% 6% 10% 10%

abrdn All China Sustainable Equity Fund Class A (SGD) 2% 4% 5% 10% 8% 16%

Source: abrdn Asia. As at 12/01/2023. The portfolios allocation may change from time to time, at the discretion of the Asset Manager. Figures may not 

always sum up to 100% due to rounding.
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Important Information

With effect from 1 January 2022, Aviva Ltd and Singapore Life Pte. Ltd. (Singlife) came together to create a leading financial services company

in Singapore. The combined company will be known as Singapore Life Ltd.

The Singlife Model Portfolios are advised by abrdn Asia Limited (“abrdn Asia"), which is licensed to conduct Fund Management and Dealing in

Capital Markets Products regulated activities. abrdn Asia is registered with the Accounting and Corporate Regulatory Authority in Singapore

(Reg. No. 199105448E) and its business activities are regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.

This document is for information only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any of the investments mentioned. Neither

Singlife nor any officer or employee of Singlife accepts any liability whatsoever for any loss arising from any use of this publication or its

contents. This document is confidential and constitutes proprietary information and may not be used other than by the intended recipient.

This document may not be reproduced, distributed or published without prior written permission from Singlife. If you have received this

document by mistake, please delete or destroy it, and notify the sender immediately.

The views expressed are opinions of abrdn Asia as of the date of this document and are subject to change based on market and other

conditions. These opinions are not intended to be a forecast of future events, a guarantee of future results or investment advice. The mention

of any individual securities should neither constitute nor be construed as a recommendation to purchase or sell securities, and the information

provided regarding such individual securities is not intended to be used to form any basis upon which an investment decision is to be made.

Nothing in this document constitutes accounting, legal, regulatory, tax or other advice. Portfolio allocations, holdings and characteristics are

subject to change at any time. Any statistics have been obtained from sources abrdn Asia believed to be reliable but the accuracy and

completeness of the information cannot be guaranteed. All investments involve risks, including possible loss of principal. Past performance is

not necessarily indicative of future performance. The information contained in this document, including any data, projections and underlying

assumptions are based upon certain assumptions, management forecasts and analysis of information available as at the date of this document

and reflects prevailing conditions and abrdn Asia’s views as of the date of this document, all of which are accordingly subject to change at any

time without notice and abrdn Asia is under no obligation to notify you of any of these changes.

Recipients should be aware that many of the investment products which may be described in this newsletter involve significant risks and may

not be suitable for all investors, and that any decision to enter into transactions involving such investment products should not be made unless

all such risks are understood and an independent determination has been made that such transactions would be appropriate. Any discussion of

the risks contained herein with respect to any investment product should not be considered to be a disclosure of all risks or a complete

discussion of such risks. This document was prepared without regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any

investor. You should seek advice from a qualified financial advisor before relying on the information, analyses and opinions for any investment

decisions. In the event that investors choose not to seek advice from a financial adviser, investors should consider whether the product is

suitable for them.

Unless otherwise stated, performance results do not reflect the deduction of policy charges. It should be noted that performance results will

be reduced by policy charges. Investment into the model portfolios are not bank deposits or other obligations, or guaranteed or insured by

Singlife or any of their affiliates, or by any local governmental or insurance agency, and are subject to investment risks, including the possible

loss of the principal amount invested. Investors should be aware of the risk of exchange rate fluctuations that may cause a loss of principal.

This newsletter is only for the purpose of distribution in Singapore. The information and material presented herein are not directed, intended

for distribution to or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution, availability or use would be contrary to

the applicable law or regulation or which would subject Singlife to any registration or licensing or other requirement, or penalty for

contravention of such requirements within such jurisdiction.

This advertisement has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.


